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Chapter 1 : Dodsworth Sinclair Lewis
Dodsworth is a satirical novel by american writer sinclair lewis, about a retired fellow and his wife who tour
europe together in the 1920's. on their extensive travels across europe they are soon caught up in vastly
different lifestyles, and as they following their own pursuits, their marriage is strained to the breaking
point.This kindle dodsworth is the usual bare bones item, with capital letters instead of italics and verse
(fortunately quite rare) set as prose. it's still worth a read.Harry sinclair lewis (february 7, 1885 – january 10,
1951) was an american novelist, short-story writer, and playwright 1930, he became the first writer from the
united states to receive the nobel prize in literature, which was awarded "for his vigorous and graphic art of
description and his ability to create, with wit and humor, new types of characters."Sinclair lewis: sinclair
lewis, american novelist and social critic who punctured american complacency with his broadly drawn,
widely popular satirical novels. he won the nobel prize for literature in 1930, the first given to an american.
lewis graduated from yale university (1907) and was for a time a reporterSinclair lewis (1885-1951), the
american novelist hailed for such 20th-century classics as main street, elmer gantry, dodsworth, and babbit,
also literally wrote the book on the fascist takeover Dodsworth is a 1936 american drama film directed by
william wyler and starring walter huston, ruth chatterton, paul lukas and mary astor. sidney howard based the
screenplay on his 1934 stage adaptation of the 1929 novel of the same name by sinclair lewisston reprised his
stage role. the center of the film is a study of a marriage in crisis. recently retired auto magnate samuel
dodsworth and Elmer gantry. it can’t happen here. babbitt. main street. dodsworth. arrowsmith. sinclair lewis.
the first four references are part of the language; the next two are known to many, while the last name has a
certain trivial pursuit resonance; yet how many know it is the name of the writer who wrote Harry sinclair
lewis (sauk centre, 7 febbraio 1885 – roma, 10 gennaio 1951) è stato un romanziere e drammaturgo
statunitense.fu il primo statunitense a vincere il premio nobel per la letteratura nel 1930, "per la sua arte
descrittiva vigorosa e grafica e per la sua abilità nel creare, con arguzia e spirito, nuove tipologie di
personaggi".le sue opere sono conosciute per le loro visioni
Tollemache-tollemache, lyona decima veronica esyth undine cyssa hylda rowena viola adele thyra ursula
ysabel blanche lelias dysart plantagenet b. 19 apr 1878, d. 17 nov 1962Maverick (tv series 1957–1962) cast
and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.
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